Constitutive laws and differential equations for macroscopic variables in a polyatomic gas are derived from moment equations of the Waldmann-Snider equation. Constitutive laws are stated for the friction pressure tensor, the translational and rotational heat fluxes and for the tensor polarization flux. Differential equations are given for the temperature, for the difference between translational and rotational temperatures, for the flow velocity and for the tensor polarization. Boundary conditions for these four moments are obtained by Waldmanns method from the entropy production at the interface between the gas and a solid body. In particular, these are a temperature jump condition, a velocity slip condition, and equations which determine the values at the wall of the tensor polarization and of the difference between translational and rotational temperatures.
Nonequilibrium processes in a dilute polyatomic gas can be described by the quantum mechanical kinetic equation due to Waldmann and Snider1. Interest has focussed on alignment phenomena which give information on the noncentral part of the interaction potential between the gas molecules. Prominent examples are the Senftleben-Beenakker effect of viscosity and of thermal conductivity2, the flow3 and heat-flowT birefringence4, and the de polarized Rayleigh light scattered by a polyatomic gas5.
In a rarefied gas the mean free path of a molecule is no longer negligibly small compared with macro scopic lengths of the measuring device. Then the collisions of the molecules with the walls become important besides the intermolecular collisions. Up to now there is no general kinetic theory for this case where both types of collisions are of equal im portance. Mostly the problem is attacked in the following way: Away from the boundary the be haviour of the gas is described by a kinetic equation which contains only the binary molecular collisions, i.e. the Boltzmann equation for monatomic gases or the Waldmann-Snider equation for polyatomic gases. The behaviour of the gas near the boundary is characterized by a condition which relates the distribution function of the molecules leaving the wall with that of the molecules approaching the wall. The scattering kernel involved contains the gas-wall collisions. For monatomic gases this ap proach traces back to Maxwell, later on it has been Reprint requests to Dr. H. Vestner, Institut für Theo retische Physik der Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, D-8520 Erlangen, Glückstraße 6. worked out by many authors6. A first attempt for a polyatomic gas has been made by Halbritter 7 and by Borman et al. 8 . They were especially interested in the polarizations created by gas-wall collisions.
If a condition for the distribution function at the wrall is known many problems in highly rarefied gases can be treated6-8, furthermore boundary con ditions for mean values can then be derived6 -7. This is of importance for the region between the hydrodynamic and the Knudsen regime where one deals with the solution of differential equations and boundary conditions for macroscopic variables.
A general method for the derivation of phenomenological boundary conditions is due to Waldm ann9. Starting point is the entropy production at the interface between two media. This interfacial entropy production consists of a discontinuity of the entropy fluxes at the dividing surface. By the use of conservation laws at the surface the inter facial entropy production is transformed into an integral over independent "fluxes" and "forces". In analogy to the theory of irreversible processes linear relations between "fluxes" and "forces" are set up, and these are the boundary conditions9. Such boundary conditions have been derived for a treat ment of thermal force10, of condensation and eva poration11, of Knudsen corrections for the Senft leben-Beenakker effect of viscosity12-13 and of thermomagnetic pressure difference12-13-14.
For a solution of flow problems in rarefied gases the condition for tangential velocity at the wall is of crucial importance. There are different types of slip effects, a mechanical, a thermal, and a polariza tion induced slip ("thermomagnetic slip"15). Slip effects in rarefied polyatomic gases in a magnetic field show up most clearly in thermomagnetic pres sure difference. This experiment has been proposed in 1967 by Waldmann15 and has been done for the first time in 1972 for N2 by Hulsman et a l. 16 . Its investigation allows the determination of the slip contributions to the thermomagnetic torque17; the bulk contributions are due to thermal stresses and have been calculated by Levi et a l. 18 . The impor tance of slip for an explanation of the torque was first stressed by Waldmann15 who introduced to this end thermomagnetic slip.
In this paper the near-continuum behaviour of a rarefied gas shall be described by constitutive laws, differential equations and boundary conditions for macroscopic variables. The nonequilibrium state of the gas of rotating molecules shall be characterized by the following quantities: The number density, the translational and rotational temperatures, the flow velocity, the translational and rotational heat fluxes, the pressure tensor, the tensor polarization and the tensor polarization flux. For most gases the tensor polarization and its flux are the dominant types of alignment2. By an application of the mo ment method19 to the linearized Waldmann-Snider equation a set of coupled partial differential equa tions can be derived for the variables considered here. These transport relaxation equations are stated in the first part of this paper. They contain constitutive laws for the friction pressure tensor, for the heat fluxes and for the tensor polarization flux. All types of Burnett terms are included, e.g. thermal stresses are due to a first order derivative of the translational heat flux. This compares with second order Chapman-Enskog equations obtained by Levi et al.20 .
For a steady state situation differential equations are given for the velocity, the temperatures and the tensor polarization. The Fourier equation for the temperature and the Navier-Stokes equation for the velocity contain modifications due to the poly atomic nature of the gas.
The second part of the paper is devoted to the derivation of boundary conditions from the entropy production at the interface between the polyatomic gas and a solid body. First, the entropy flux within the gas is calculated from the special expansion of the distribution function used in the first part. Then the interfacial entropy production is worked out, and finally the boundary conditions are stated for the flow velocity, the temperatures and the tensor polarization. This method supplies us with the most general form of boundary conditions which is com patible with thermodynamics. But it gives no quan titative results, a set of phenomenological parameters is introduced. It is a difficult task to relate these parameters to the interaction potential between a gas molecule and the wall. This problem will not be attacked here.
I. Differential Equations and Boundary
Conditions § 1. A special system of transport relaxation equations
The nonequilibrium state of a dilute gas is de scribed by the one-particle distribution operator which obeys the quantum mechanical kinetic equa tion due to Waldmann and Snider1. By an appli cation of the moment method19 to the linearized Waldmann-Snider equation an infinite set of trans port relaxation equations for the nonequilibrium averages is obtained. In practice only a finite num ber of these macroscopic variables is taken into ac count. Throughout this paper the nonequilibrium state of a gas of rotating molecules shall be charac terized by the following quantities: The density n, the translational and rotational temperatures Ttrans and TTO t , the mean velocity v, the translational and rotational heat fluxes gtrans and qT01, and the sym metric trace'ess part p of the pressure tensor. Fur thermore, for a description of the alignments created by collisions the tensor polarization a and its flux b are included. The tensor polarization is the nonequilibrium average of a symmetric traceless second rank tensor built up from the (dimensionless) rota tional angular momentum J of a molecule a = <<&>, <i> = ]/l5/2 R (J2) J J .
(
The function R (J 2) is normalized with respect to the equilibrium distribution:
Since here only the formal sti ucture of the transport relaxation equations is of interest R (J2) has not to be specified. For a treatment of the SenftlebenBeenakker effect of viscosity often
is chosen19, whereas in connection with birefrin gence The following transport relaxation equations are obtained: The gas pressure p is introduced by p = n k T fa nkTo + nokT. Then the comparison with (1.6) shows that the scalar part p' of the friction pressure tensor p'S + p is proportional to the difference temperature T':
The conservation equations (1.3), (1.6), (1.14) con tain no relaxation terms. In contradistinction, re laxation phenomena are described by Eqs. Hence there are seven independent relaxation con stants which can be determined from experimental data on shear viscosity, bulk viscosity, thermal conductivity and on the Senftleben-Beenakker effects of viscosity and of thermal conductivity. Numbers will be given in § 4 for the gases HD, CH4, CO and N2.
A magnetic field acts directly on the tensor polarization a and its flux b via the magnetic moment associated with the rotational angular momentum J of a molecule. Through the mutual coupling of a with the friction pressure tensor p and of the Kagan vector" Bß = bV tV ß with the heat fluxes, respectively, the flow and heat conduction in the gas are influenced by a magnetic field. The field strength H enters via the precession frequency
of a molecule with the rotational (7-factor gT, ^ is the nuclear magneton. The dependence on the field direction h is contained in the second rank tensor Hßn' = £uxn' and in the fourth rank tensor ^ßv,ß'v' = Hßti' öV V ' + H vv> dßß' . They describe the infinitesimal rotation of a vector and of a second rank tensor, respectively, around h 23.
The isotropic tensor
projects any second rank tensor on its symmetric traceless component. The next two paragraphs deal with the derivation of constitutive laws and differential equations from transport relaxation equations. § 2 Constitutive laws If the relaxation processes are fast compared with a macroscopic time scale the time derivatives can be dropped in Eqs. (1.15) and (1.7) -(1.11). Then from (1.15) the difference temperature is ex pressed by
By the use of (1.18) an ansatz for the scalar compo nent p' of the friction pressure tensor is obtained
Hence the bulk viscosity rjy is related to the relaxa tion constant of T ',
it vanishes for a monatomic dilute gas (cr = 0)22>24. According to (1.9) the symmetric traceless compo-
is the isotropic shear viscosity. The adjective "iso--po )/2 {covtIcov) a , (2.4) tropic" is used whenever the anisotropic alignments where a and b are neglected.
A magnetic field influences the flow of a polyatomic gas through the coupling of p with the tensor po larization a. For the heat conduction, the coupling of the heat fluxes with the Kagan vector is of impor tance, cf. Eqs. (1.7), (1.8):
The matrix of the isotropic heat conductivities
since this is true for the relevant relaxation constants19
COt, COr, -Wtr > o, 1 -Atr > 0, >4tr = C02r/(c0t 0>r) • In Eq. (2.4) the second contribution to the friction pressure tensor p § po~x V </trans] represents ther mal stresses which become important at lower mean pressures po. For the translational heat flux the ansatz (2.6) has to be used, it is coupled to the pressure tensor by the term ~ § TqPo'1 V • p. In a steady state V • p can be replaced by [see (3.7)] -^p -cTpo To_1\7 T '. If a Chapman-Enskog procedure is used20 instead of the moment method these "Burnett terms" are given by higher order derivatives of temperature T (instead of Varans) and of velocity (instead of V • p), respectively.
The strength of the coupling of the Kagan vector B with the translational and rotational heat fluxes is determined by the quantities «bt and abr, respectively:
The corresponding equations for the heat fluxes q and q are given by
(2.10)
The isotropic heat conductivity coefficients AiS0, Aiso, are linear combinations of , A[so, A|J0: The constitutive laws (2.2), (2.4), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.16) for p', p, g, q and b contain the temperatures T and T ', the mean velocity v and the tensor polarization a. In the next paragraph differential equations for these quantities will be derived. 
The vector art is stated in (2.17), for the translational heat flux the isotropic approximation can be used, i.e. B can be neglected in (2.6). The abbreviation Lm denotes a field dependent mean free path.
The differential equations (3.2) apply to steady states and to processes with a time constant that is large compared to the relaxation time co.fr1. Now, differential equations for T, T' and v will be derived for the steady state only. This condition is evaluated by insertion of the ansatz (2.4) for p and by the use of Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) with the result
By differentiation of (3.8) a second order differential equation for the pressure is derived
Now, Eq. (3.5) can be evaluated if the ansatz (2.11) for the heat flux q is introduced and if Eqs. (3.7), (3.9) are used. The result is a modified Fourier equation for the temperature T:
10)
The modifications are due to the polyatomic nature of the gas, i.e. due to derivatives of the dilference temperature T' and of the polarizations a and b. The isotropic translational heat conductivity is denoted by 3 trans_ ;t Aiso Aiso A Lr (3.11)
A differential equation for T' is derived from (3.6) by use of the ansatz (2.12) for q' and of Eqs. 
The differential Eqs. (3.10), (3.12) for the temperatures T and T ', (3.14) for the flow velocity v and (3.2) for the tensor polarization a can only be solved if boundary conditions are available for these quantities.
In the second part of this paper boundary conditions will be derived. But before this is done some remarks are made on the hydrodynamic limit for differential equations and constitutive laws. Furthermore, numbers for the relaxation constants of the gases HD, CH4, CO and N2 are extracted from experimental data. § 4 Hydrodynamic approximation.
Values for relaxation constants
For a dilute gas the hydrodynamic limit can be used. The term "hydrodynamic' indicates that only the lowest power in po^1 is retained in any constitu tive law or differential equation. Especially the velocity v and the temperature T are determined for vanishing mean free path.
According to (2.16), (2.17) the tensor polarization flux b is of the order pfT1 and contains V T and V T' only, since Va has been neglected. Similarly, the derivative of b is dropped in (3.1) and p is replaced by y r , i.e. instead of a differential equation an ex plicit expression for the tensor polarization is ob tained. It shows that a is of the order pq~1 and is determined by V v only. An inspection of Eq. (3.12) reveals then that T' is at least of the order £>o-2 (away from walls) and can be neglected compared to T:
Consequently the quantities a, p, B and q can be expressed by first order derivatives of v and of T respectively. For the friction pressure tensor and the heat flux the following wellknown expressions are obtained23,25: Here, rjW = rj applies due to the fact that only the tensor polarization has been taken into account for the calculation of the pressure tensor p.
The independent components Ay, A± and Atransu of the heat conductivity tensor This procedure has recently been used by Moraal and McCourt27 for a determination of relaxation coefficients for the hydrogen isotopes. In this paper the gases HD, CH4, CO and N2 will be considered at the temperature T0 = 293 K. The classical relaxation constants are listed in Table 1 , in Table 2 the constants for the tensor polarization and its flux are given.
II. Boundary Conditions
Between the hydrodynamic regime and the Knud sen regime transport phenomena in gases can be described by a set of macroscopic variables for which differential equations and boundary condi tions are at hand. Differential equations for the mean velocity v, the temperatures T and T' and the tensor polarization a have been stated in the first part of this paper, the second part deals with boundary conditions. A general thermodynamic method for the derivation of phenomenological boundary conditions is due to W aldmann9. This method shall here be applied to a system consisting of a polyatomic gas and a solid body. § 5. The entropy flux
The state of the gas is characterized, as in part I, by the following quantities: density n, translational and rotational temperatures Ttrans ar)d ^rot (or T and T'), mean velocity v, translational and rota tional heat fluxes gtrans and grot (or g and q'), frictional pressure tensor p, tensor polarization a and tensor polarization flux b. The solid body shall be at rest, its state shall be described by the temper ature Tsolid and the heat flux gSoiid-The closed interface a between the gas and the solid is assumed to bear no mass, momentum, energy or entropy per unit area. It shall be permeable to fluxes of these quantities with the exception of mass. Hence the continuity of normal velocity at a is required, i.e. for a resting solid v n = 0 (5.1) applies; n denotes the outer unit normal of the gas. Due to the underlying assumption the total entropy of the system is a sum of the entropies of the gas and the solid without any contribution from the interface: (5.5) a This interfacial entropy production is due to a dis continuity of the normal entropy fluxes at cr.
In the wellknown theory on thermodynamics of irreversible processes the entropy production § within the gas is used as starting point for the de rivation of linear constitutive laws, e.g. for the friction pressure tensor and the heat flux. For The integrand in (6.1) shall be transformed into a sum over bilinear products of independent "fluxes" and "forces". Then linear relations between "fluxes" and "forces" are set up, and these are the boundary conditions. The normal heat fluxes q • n and gSoiid " n are not independent of each other, they are interrelated through a condition which derives from the con servation of the total energy of the system 9: E = J Q eg + J Qs es d t .
gas solid For the local specific energy per unit mass in the gas the following exact equation is obtained from the kinetic equation The decomposition a = a | n n + 2 a n -f a , (6 
Noav, the interfacial entropy production 0 has been written as a sum over bilinear products of indepen dent "fluxes" and "forces", hence it has the proper form for the derivation of boundary conditions. § 7. Boundary Conditions
If the "fluxes" are written as linear functions of the "forces" the interfacial entropy production be comes a quadratic form of the "forces". Since the second law of thermodynamics requires a positive entropy production, 0^0 applies, hence the qua dratic form has to be positive semideflnite9.
The phenomenological coefficients occurring in the boundar}^ conditions could have tensorial character, the tensors being built up from the unit vectors n and h (direction of the magnetic field) and from tensors pertaining to the curvature of the interface cr. This possibility shall not be considered here, the coefficients are assumed to be scalar quantities. Then there is no coupling between scalar, vectorial and tensorial "fluxes" at the interface.
In this approximation three scalar boundary conditions for T, T' and a are derived from I s f u r t h e r more Iy supplies us with three conditions for the tangential vectors r tan, Q and a, and from 7x a condi tion for the second rank tensor a is obtained. shall be taken into account, i.e. if L^p #= 0 is assumed, then the symmetry (7.12) gives L = +0, and according to (7.10), (7.13) Z( J> > > 0 apply. Consequently, mechanical slip L^p A :tan] has to be considered too and the surface heat flux Q cannot be neglected at all. This aspect is of importance for the thermal force problem10.
Condition (7.4) shows the different contributions to the tangential slip velocity at the wall, existing in a rarefied polyatomic gas. Two of them also exist (7.6) (7.7) in a monatomic gas, namely mechanical slip fctanj an(j thermal slip. Thermal slip consists of two terms, _ 2 ~ -l "tan 5 P0 "trans / 2 To \ and L<V Vtan P + Qsoiid + _ ct ----kn' . \ 5 po J They add up if there is a tangential gradient of temperature near the wall, e.g. in the thermal force problem10. Only the first term, -f po-1 ^trans' 1S present in the thermomagnetic pressure difference set u p 12,13, since then the temperature gradient is perpendicular to the wall and, due to a magnetic field, the heat flux gtrans has a component parallel to the wall. Notice, that in this case the factor | occurs instead of Maxwell's thermal slip factor This is also of importance for the calculation of the contribution of thermal slip to thermomagnetic torque. In Park and Dahlers work33 Maxwell's \ was used. In a polyatomic gas there is also a polarization induced slip ~ L1 2po b. The existence of such a "thermomagnetic slip" has been postulated by Walclmann15 in order to explain slip contributions to thermomagnetic torque. It is also important for a calculation of Knudsen corrections for the Senftleben-Beenakker effect of viscosity 12> 13 and for the theory of thermomagnetic pressure difference12-15.
But of equal importance in this connection are the conditions (7.3), (7.6) and (7.7) which determine the value of the tensor polarization at the wall. They summarize mechanisms for the production and destruction of tensor polarization by collisions of the gas molecules with the wall. First let us look at the relations between the surface components of a and n • b in Eqs. (7.3), (7.6), (7.7). A Kagan polarization b is set up in a heat conducting gas by collisions of the molecules with each other [see the term art in (2.16)], then by gas-wall collisions it can be trans ferred into a tensor polarization. On the other hand a tensor polarization is present in a streaming gas [see (3.1)], it can be partially destroyed by gas-wall interaction.
Thus the coefficients L^, L^p, L^ characterize the transformation of Kagan polarization into tensor polarization as well as the accomodation of ten sor polarization. The remaining terms in (7.3), (7.6) describe direct mechanisms for the production of tensor polarization at the wall by heat fluxes and frictional forces of the gas.
Due to the antisymmetry Li^ = -L\y there is a relation between thermomagnetic slip ~ L( 2 p o b and the production of tensor polarization ~ L^ fctan.
A similar relation exists between (7.6) and the ansatz (7.5) for the surface heat flux Q, Z/3 V = -L{,y. Here, the term -ToL( 2 p o b is responsible for the dependence of Q on the magnetic field. Insertion of the ansatz (7.5) into (7.9) yields an explicit condition for the discontinuity of the normal heat fluxes at the interface.
The discontinuity of temperature T at a is given by Equation (7.1). The temperature jump is due to normal heat fluxes, to a normal frictional force (kn') and to normal components of the tensor polarization flux. Quite similar terms occur in Eq. (7.2) which determines the value of the difference temperature T' at the wall. In the "isotropic approximation" where the alignments a and b are neglected the differential equation (3.12) states that T' decays from its value at the interface over a mean free path Lx' to T' = 0 within the gas.
An inspection of the boundary conditions shows that the translational temperature always enters via the combination Ttrans + f Topo~1kn', and that the tangential velocity always occurs in con nection with the translational heat flux as I Vo~<7trans)tan • This is due to the term - § (Topo)~l p • gtrans in the entropy flux (5.8). I t should be noticed that the same combination of v and gtrans shows up in the ansatz (2.4) for the friction pressure tensor p. Fur thermore, V^trans and §
• p occur to gether in the constitutive laws (2.6), (2.7) for the translational and rotational heat fluxes. This fact shows the intimate connection between constitutive laws and boundary conditions derived by Waldmann's thermodynamic method9. § 8 A simplified set of boundary conditions
In this paragraph the general boundary conditions (7.1) -(7.7) will be simplified in two respects. First, the three Eqs. (7.3), (7.6), (7.7) are replaced by one condition for the tensor polarization, then the differ ence temperature T' is neglected throughout.
The value of the tensor polarization at the wall is calculated from Eq. (6.9) a = a § ran -f-2 a n -f-fl and from Eqs. (7.3), (7.6), (7.7) which are boundary conditions for its surface components a, a and a. In contradistinction, the solution of the differential Eqs. (3.2) yields the five components = : a of the tensor polarization. Since, in general, the relation between these two different decompositions of a will be rather complicated five coupled bound ary conditions for the m-components a<m> will be obtained. They can be decoupled by the assumption that the three phenomenological coefficients L( gy and can be expressed by one (dimensionless) parameter C-A:
According to H albritter34 the difference between the three coefficients 3 Po co > 2 1 3^ 2 T0 33 c0
is determined by the angular dependent part of the gas-surface interaction potential. Thus it will be small compared to L^. By the use of (8.1) Eqs. The accommodation of tensor polarization is characterized by the coefficient Ca, hence its order of magnitude is expected to be 1. This is confirmed by H albritter's7 calculations and by the values for Ca extracted12,13 from the Knudsen corrections for the Senftleben-Beenakker effect of viscosity. The nondiagnonal coefficients Cat and Cam should be much smaller than 1, say of the order of aTi)t or If all these approximations are used the boundary conditions (7.1), (7.4), (8.2) and (7.8) In summary, a set of constitutive laws and differ ential equations for the macroscopic variables char acterizing the state of a polyatomic gas has been derived from the linearized Waldmann-Snider equa tion. Boundary conditions for some moments of the distribution function have been obtained according to Waldmann's method from the interfacial entropy production. Now, a lot of transpo t phenomena occurring in a rarefied polyatomic gas (in the pre sence of a magnetic field) can be treated. 
